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Research concerning the validity of various procedures for assessing
managerial potential is reviewed. It is found that several assessment
techniques are valid for identifying and/or predicting potential
and that a combination of techniques usually accounts for a significantly
greater amount of criterion variance than does a single assessment pro-
cedure used alone. The lack of research concerning the use of multiple-
component assessment techniques for the selection of individual job
applicants for lower-level managerial positions is pointed out. The
present study concerns itself with an operational individual assessment
program designed to identify and select from among experienced job
applicants those individuals exhibiting greater supervisory and/or
managerial potential. It's objectives are to examine the merits of this
process from the organization's point of view and to assess the relative
values of the separate components utilized in the process, namely clini-
cal ratings and objective tests. The results tend to support the ratings,
though no significant correlations were found. Weaknesses in the criterion
are pointed out and it is suggested that both the assessment process and




A Validity Study of An Operational Pre-Hire Assessment Process
for Professional, Managerial, Technical Personnel
The growth of assessment centers in industry has focused much at-
tention on the use of multiple procedures for identifying and/or predic-
ting managerial potential. Prior to the pioneering research study under-
taken in 1965 by AT&T (Bray, 1964; Bray and Grant, 1966; Bray, Campbell,
and Grant, 1974), the prediction of managerial performance typically
involved the use of a single type of assessment procedure. Korman (1968)
reviewed some 40 studies dealing with the usefulness of various procedures
in the prediction of leadership behavior. Only seven of these utilized
a combination of test and non-test predictors in making explicit pre-
dictions concerning job success, and all showed positive correlations.
For instance, Albrecht, Glaser, and Marks (1964) found that predictions
based on a multiple-assessment procedure were significantly related to
criterion rankings of managerial performance. Nine of twelve validity
coefficients were statistically significant at the .05 level or better,
while objective tests, when used alone, revealed only 4 of 32 significant
correlations with the criterion measures. Similarly, while examining the
usefulness of assessment centers for measuring management potential,
Bray and Grant (1966) partialled out mental ability (as measured by the
School and College Ability Test or SCAT) from judged ability and found
that reliable variance still remained. They concluded that their assess-
ment process, which involved the use of various procedures, did con-
tribute more to the measurement of management potential than could be




Further evidence for the validity of multiple assessment procedures
has been offered by Wollowick and McNamara (1969). Correlating various
components of an assessment battery to a criterion of management success,
they showed a multipe R of .39 for group exercises alone, .41 for
characteristic ratings alone, and .45 for objective tests alone. But
when all three components were combined the multiple R jumped to
accounting for 38% of the variance in the criterion measure.
While the Wollowick and McNamara study did examine the separate
contributions of various techniques to the predictions of management
success, their primary concern was to present data on the validity of
the overall assessment center procedure. Other researchers, though, have
looked specifically at the value of various techniques for assessing
managerial potential. Glaser, Schwarz, and Flanagan (1958) presented
evidence indicating that interview and group situation exercises did add
to the predictive value of paper and pencil mental ability tests in sel-
ecting supervisory personnel.
Grant and Bray (1969) offered evidence supporting the use of inter-
view data in assessment center judgments. Using interview reports from
the Bell System Management Progress Study, the authors obtained ratings
of personal characteristics based on the reports alone and made inde-
pendently of the assessment staff judgments. These latter judgments were
based on information from all of the assessment techniques, including
situational exercises and mental ability tests. They found that the
ratings correlated substantially with the assessment staff judgments.
Personal impact-forcefulness, oral communication skills, energy, and need
advancement were found to be especially potent interview variables. For




the 11 staff judgments for a sample of 200 college graduate employees.
Additionally, 9 of the 18 interview variables correlated significantly
with a salary advancement criterion.
The value of projective techniques in assessing managerial potential
has also been investigated. Again using data from the Management Progress
Study, Grant, Katkovsky, and Bray (1967) obtained ratings on nine pro-
jective-report variables for 207 college graduate employees. Correlating
these ratings with assessment staff judgments based on information from
all of the assessment techniques, the authors found that the projective
reports made a major contribution to the assessment staff's evaluation
of motivational characteristics. The highest correlations between pro-
jective variables and such characteristics as dependency, passivity, and
work motivation were clearly higher than the highest correlations between
any other assessment technique, such as situational exercises and mental
ability tests, and those characteristics. Also, four of the nine correla-
tions between the projective variables and the salary increase criterion
were significant at the .05 level, prompting the authors to conclude
that the projective reports yielded valid information regarding manager-
ial potential.
Slivinski, McCloskey, Bourgeois, and McInnes (1980) recently looked
at the predictive validity of a test battery composed of group simulation
exercises in an assessment center context. Specifically, they wanted to
determine whether variance accounted for by a simulation test battery
differed significantly from the variance accounted for by a paper and
pencil test battery, and whether a combination of the two test batteries
would account for a significantly greater amount of variance in the
criterion than either battery used alone. Multiple regression equations
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were obtained for both the simulation and test batteries separately
using speed of advancement as the criterion. The multiple R's for the
paper and pencil battery (.246) and the simulation test battery (.300)
were not significantly different, suggesting that there was no real dif-
ference in the amount of variance accounted for by the two different
predictors. When the two batteries were combined, a multiple R of .399
was obtained which was significantly higher than either of the R's ob-
tained for the separate batteries. Clearly, the combination of the two
procedures accounted for a significantly greater amount of variance than
did either of the batteries used alone.
The studies cited above involved at least one common element. The
data for each of the studies were collected from individuals who were
working for the organization conducting the assessment. That is, none of
the subjects involved were job applicants. Bray, Campbell, and Grant
(1974) have pointed out that a major implication derived from AT&T's
Management Progress Study is the importance of accurately selecting indi-
viduals for management, particularly among new recruits. It makes sense
that by selecting more qualified individuals for lower-level supervisory
or managerial positions, the internal availability of potential higher-
level managers would be increased. And the evidence given above indicates
that a combination of assessment procedures is more effective than any
single procedure for predicting managerial success. But few studies have
been reported which made use of various assessment procedures for iden-
tifying management potential among job applicants.
Moses (1973) developed a one-day, multiple-component Early Identi-
fication Assessment program (ETA) designed to evaluate substantial numbers
of newly hired employees, with the goal of accelerating the placement
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and development of those showing good potential for further advancement.
He compared the EIA ratings of 85 individuals with their ratings from
the more extensive Personnel Assessment Program (PAP) widely used in the
Bell system. He found that, while 84% of the high potential E1A group
later obtained superior ratings in the PAP center, only 16% of the mod-
erate group and 9% of the low potential group also recieved superior
ratings. Moses and Wall (1975) developed a special one-day, multiple-
component assessment program geared to the recent college graduate. They
obtained significant relationships between assessment data and super-
visory performance ratings collected after one year on the job for 78
recent college hires. For instance, 93% of those individuals receiving
high potential ratings also received high ratings on job performance,
whereas only 54% of the moderate group and 35% of the low potential
group received high job performance ratings.
Though neither Moses (1973) nor Moses and Wall (1975) present
validity evidence concerning the individual components of their multiple-
assef:sment processes, these two studies clearly suggest that a multiple-
component assessment process is quite effective in identifying management
potential not only among short-term job incumbents, but among job ap-
plicants as well, and therefore could be very useful to an organization
as a selection device. However, before such a process can be confidently
utilized in a particular organization, it must be evaluated in terms of
its validity specific to that organization.
The present study examines the validity and cost effectiveness of a
multiple-component individual selection process as used by a large, mid-
west organization. Specifically, there are two objectives, the first of
which is to examine the merits of this process from the organization's
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point of view and evaluate the sagacity of its continued use. The organi-
zation's purpose in using an individual assessment selection procedure is
to provide a psychological profile of each applicant's potential for ef-
fectively performing managerial, professional, and/or technical jobs
within the organization. An evaluation of the procedure's organizational
worth can be acheived by looking at the relationship between selection
variables and subsequent performance on the job. This will indicate the
external validity or utility of the overall process for selecting indivi-
duals that meet the organization's requirements for effective performance.
Based on this validity evidence, recommendations can be made concerning
the continued use of the process.
The second objective of the present study is to assess the internal
validities, or relative values, of the separate components utilized in the
assessment process, namely clinical ratings and objective tests. The pur-
pose is not to refuel the "clinical-actuarial prediction" controversy
which has been well covered in reviews by Meehl (1954) and Korman (1968)
among others. Rather, the purpose is to evaluate, relative to the organi-
zation's objectives, the effectiveness of the more costly clinical com-
ponent as compared to the simpler paper and pencil predictors. If judg-
mental assessment ratings do not contribute substantially to the criterion
variance accounted for by the paper and pencil test battery, the cost ef-
fectiveness of the rating process should be questioned. Such a determi-
nation can be made only by examining the relative contributions of each
component. Therefore, in satisfying the second objective, the present
research investigates (a) whether the variance accounted for by a set of
characteristic ratings based on projective protocols and an interview
differs substantially from variance accounted for by a paper and pencil
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test battery, and (b) whether a combination of the two batteries will
account for a significantly greater amount of variance in the criterion
than either battery used alone.
Method
The research described below focuses on the pre-hire Individual
Assessment (I/A) process instituted by a large midwest oil company in
the early 1960's. An outgrowth of the company's formal assessment center
program, the one-day I/A process consists of a brief orientation session,
the completion of several projective and mental ability tests, and an
in-depth interview with a staff psychologist. The psychologist later
prepares an assessment report and rates the applicant on 12 character-
istics considered relevant to effective performance in a managerial
position. This confidential report is then made available only to the hir-
ing manager in the appropriate department who makes the hiring decision.
After a decision has been reached the report is returned to the company's
Psychological Services Unit where it is stored in a confidential file.
The company normally requires that all experienced, outside applicants
for jobs of a professional, managerial, or technical nature throughout
the corporation be assessed in the I/A program.
Subjects
A total of 465 job applicants were assessed in the I/A program be-
tween January, 1978 and July, 1980. Of this number, 235 were not offered
jobs with the organization, while 30 declined to accept job offers.
Therefore, the subjects for this study are 200 supervisory- or managerial-
level employees assessed as job applicants during that time period and
subsequently hired on the basis of various factors, only one of which was
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the assessment report. About 95% of the subjects are college graduates
and many hold post-graduate degrees. There are 20 females and 5 minor-
ity members in the sample.
Performance Criteria
The performance criteria consists of the first supervisory apprais-
al ratings made after the employee had been on the job for at least six
months. The actual number of months from hire to first appraisal averaged
10.5 for the present sample. The criterion ratings, which are used for
promotion and salary decisions, include four performance and potential
ratings and seven personal characteristic ratings. The rating form is
presented in Appendix A.
Ratings are made by the employee's direct supervisor anually and are
reviewed by that supervisor's superior, at which time any disagreements
are worked out between them. The I/A report, while available at time of
hire, is not available to the supervisor or his superior when the per-
formance ratings are made, so the criteria ratings are relatively uncon-
taminated.
Predictors
The Individual Assessment process begins with a brief orientation
session, usually with a psychologist, wherein the applicant is told the
purpose of the process, what tests they will be taking, and how the ir-
formation will be used. The confidentiality of the information is
stressed as is the applicant's right to a feedback session to be granted
upon request. Following this orientation, the applicant begins testing
with the SCAT Verbal and Quantitative aptitude tests and the Miller 
Analogies Test (MAT). Two untimed projective exercises are then admin-
istered in written form. These are a sentence completion task and seven
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cards of the Thematic Apperception Test. Immediately following the com-
pletion of these tasks, a staff psychologist conducts an interview with
the applicant, gathering information about the individual's educational
and employment history, reasons for applying for the position, and
aspirations for the future. This assessment schedule is normally followed
for all applicants unless time constraints necessitate some alteration
of the testing order. In some cases, for instance, the sentence com-
pletion task is given to the applicant to finish at a later time, usu-
ally within a day or two.
After gathering together the job description, interview notes, the
applicant's resume and completed projective protocols, the psychologist
prepares the standardized rating form comprised of the twelve character-
istics judged to be important to effective performance in a managerial
position. This rating form is presented in Appendix B.
Concerning predictor contamination, the psychologist making the
judgmental ratings normally does not have scores from the applicant's
objective tests readily available. Moreover, there is in most cases a
time lag in the scoring of the SCAT and MAT, so that the ratings are
usually made without prior knowledge of the test scores, though this is
not always the case.
Analysis
The statistical analyses involved the calculation of predictor
intercorrelations, criterion intercorrelations, validity coefficients
between the predictors and criteria, and two multiple regression equations
using the Multiple Regression procedure from SPSS (Nie, Hall, Jenkins,
Steinbrenner, and Bent, 1975). For each regression equation one of the
sets of predictors was forced into the calculation first followed by the
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second set of predictors. A comparison of the R
2,
s produced by each
equation before the tddition of the second set of predictors indicated
the amount of variance accounted for by each battery when used alone. To
determine whether the addition of a second set of predictors added sig-
nificantly to the regression or prediction produced by the first, an F
ratio or the difference between R2 for the larger model (which included
both sets of predictors) and R2 for the smaller model (which included
only the first set of predictors used in the larger model) was calculated.
Results
Table 1 presents the intercorrelat ions among all of the predictor
variables. The correlations are consistently positive except for those
involving Relationships with Authority. Unlike the other assessment var-
iables, this one utilized a 5 point scale designed to be rated off of
the center point. That is, a rating of three on this scale denoted a
satisfactory relationship while ratings above and below denoted an
unsatisfactory relationship. Because of this, little variance was asso-
ciated with that variable and so it was not included in any further
analyses.
It was pointed out earlier that, though the assessment ratings are
usually made without prior knowledge of the objective test scores, this
is not always the case. Therefore, the problem of possible contamination
of the ratings by the test scores is of some concern. The correlations
between these two sets of predictors, however, suggests that little con-
tamination actually occured. Only 6 of the 33 coefficients (18%) ,:re
equal to or greater than .30, while 2 of the 3 correlations between the
objective tests themselves and 36 of the 55 correlations (65%) between
Pre-Hire Assessment
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the assessment ratings themselves are equal to or greater than .30.
Further evidence for non-contamination is provided by the results of an
SPSS factor analysis using the principal factoring method with iterations.
The Varimax rotated factor matrix presented in Table 2 clearly shows that
the objective test scores and the subjective assessment ratings tend to
load on different underlying factors, with the exception of the SCAT
Quantitative and Originality variables.
An examination of Tables 1 and 2 shows that the assessment ratings
themselves cluster into three meaningful factors. The variables Quality
of Work, Recognizing Priorities, Thoroughness, Drive, and Need for
Structure form a Performance Style factor. Understanding of People and
Personal Acceptability form an Interpersonal Effectiveness factor, while
Amount of Participation, Impact, and to a lesser extent Oral Communication,
cluster to form an Interpersonal Aggressiveness factor. This clustering
of the assessment variables on different factors and the variations
in magnitude of the correlations among the variables suggest that a halo
effect across the assessment ratings is relatively small.
Because the final pre-hire assessment report for each applicant was
used in making the hiring decision, the possibility exists of a restric-
tion in range problem on the predictor variables which would attenuate
any correlation between them and the criteria. Table 3 provides the
necessary data for examining the magnitude of this problem. Here the
means and standard deviations of all the predictor variables are presented
for the individuals who were hired and for the total group of individuals
assessed between 1978 and mid-1980. As can be seen, while the means for
the hire group are higher on every variable, there is very little dif-
ference in the standard deviations between the two groups, suggesting
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that restriction in the range of the predictor scores is relatively
slight. There is no way of making a similar comparison for the criterion
ratings, as only those individuals who were hired were later appraised.
Table 4 presents the criterion means and standard deviations for the hire
group.
Turning now to the criteria, Table 5 presents intercorrelations
among these variables. Present Placement is not included in this table
or in subsequent analyses because an examination of it's frequency dis-
tribution revealed that 90% of the ratings for that variable fell on a
single scale point, thus negating it's usefulness. The correlations
among the remaining variables are consistently high with 38 of the 45
coefficients (84%) equal to or greater than .30. This suggests that
halo occurred across the appraisal ratings. In fact, a principal com-
ponents factor analysis revealed that all of the criteria loaded highly
on a single factor. The loadings are presented below:
variables loadings
Performance .831
Current Promotion Potential .778







Long Range Potential .736
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Table 6 presents the simple correlations between the individual
predictors and criteria. Only 13 of the 140 coefficients presented are
significant at the .05 level (5 are negative, 8 positive), with the -.19
correlation between Personal Acceptability and Independence of Functioning
the largest of these. None of the correlations involving the objective
tests are significant, while 9 of the 11 assessment variables show at
least one significant correlation with the criteria. Interestingly, the
criterion variable Written Communication shows four significant correla-
tions with the predictor variables, yet job applicants are not even
assessed pre-hire on this dimension.
In order to compare the predictive validity of the objective tests
with that of the assessment ratings, two multiple regression equations
were defined for each of four dependent variables. These variables were
Performance, Current Promotion Potential, Long Range Potential, and
an additive combination of the seven personal characteristic ratings.
These latter were combined because they were all highly intercorrelated.
Each criterion measure was regressed on the predictor variables in two
separate regression analyses. In one analysis the set of objective tests
was forced into the regression equation first, followed by the set of
assessment ratings. The second analysis simply reversed the order of
input into the equation, forcing the set of ratings in tirst followed by
the test battery. This procedure was toilowed for each of the four depen-
dent variables.
Table 7 presents the results of the regression analyses. Multiple
correlation coefficients are reported for each dependent variable with
the tests alone, the ratings alone, and the two sets of predictors com-
bined. The partial F-values in the table represent significance tests of
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the incremental contributions made by each set of predictors over and
above the contribution made by the other set. For instance, the F-value
of 1.029 represents a significance test of the amount of variance in the
dependent variable Performance accounted for by the set of ratings over
and above the variance accounted for by the set of tests alone. Likewise,
the F-value of .705 represents a significance test of the incremental
contribution of the set of tests over and above the set of ratings. De-
grees of freedom for the regression and residual components are also
given in Table 7. These differ between the criteria because, for par-
ticular equations, some of the variables failed to meet inclusion cri-
teria used by the SPSS stepwise approach.
Though none of the F-values are significant, those representing the
relative contribution of the set of ratings are larger in every case.
This suggests only that there is a tendency for the assessment ratings to
contribute more than the objective tests to the prediction of the cri-
teria. Also, an examination of the multiple-R's between the dependent
variables and each of the separate sets of predictors suggests that the
assessment ratings tend to correlate higher with each of the dependent
variables than do the tests. But because none of the multiple-R's are
significant, this tendency may well be due to random fluctuations.
Concerning the different factors among the assessment ratings iden-
tified in Table 2, it seems that when the ratings are used alone, Perfor-
mance Style variables (Factor 2) are the major contributors to the pre-
diction of each dependent variable. Thoroughness and/or Drive are consis-
tently the first or second variables entered into the stepwise equations.
The small numbers of women and especially minorities in the sample
preclude a thorough validity comparison between groups. However Table 8
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presents the separate means and standard deviations obtained by males
and females on the predictor and criterion variables. The mean for females
on the SCAT Quantitative test is significantly lower than that for the
males (p.01), and thus could have a differential impact on the hiring
rates for these subgroups. The means for females on Personal Accept-
ability and Current Promotion Potential are higher than for males, these
differences being significant at the .07 level. For all other variables
the differences in the two groups do not approach significance.
Discussion
Regarding the first objective of this study - to examine the merits
of the individual assessment process and evaluate the sagacity of its
continued use - the results provide for what seems to be a rather
straightforward conclusion. The I/A process demonstrates very poor val-
idity for predicting managerial performance and effectiveness as measured
by the organization's established performance appraisal form. From an
organizational viewpoint, then, the process has little utility as a sel-
ection device, and should be revised to better reflect the organization's
requirements for effective managerial performance.
In terms of our second objective, the results of this study do not
clearly demonstrate the superiority of either the objective tests or
the subjective assessment ratings for predicting various organizational
criteria. When used separately, the set of assessment ratings tended to
account for a somewhat greater proportion of variance in each of the de-
pendent variables than did the set of objective tests. Similarly, the
ratings tended to contribute more to the prediction of each dependent
variables than did the tests when both sets of predictors were combined.
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But again, these results were not significant. That the ratings tended
to be somewhat more accurate predictors of the four dependent variables
is not surprising when one considers that the simple correlations be-
tween the objective tests and the criterion variables were all essen-
tially zero. Mitchel (1975) obtained similar results when he examined
the predictive validity of the present organization's assessment center.
He correlated raw scores from the MAT, SCAT Verbal, and other mental
ability tests with a criterion of salary increase and obtained an average
correlation of only .08. It seems unlikely that such results are the
fault of the tests themselves. Both Miller Analogies and School and Col-
lege Ability Tests are well established, reliable measures of general
intelligence which have shown good predictive validities in other studies
involving managerial samples (Grant, 1965; Laurent, 1962). There is no
reason to suspect that they would be any less valid and reliable when
administered to the sample of individuals in this study, the majority of
whom were college graduates.
Korman (1968) has suggested pre-selection in the applicant pop-
ulation as a reason for the failure of verbal ability tests to predict
managerial performance. While the level of pre-selection in the total
group assessed could not be measured, restriction in the range of scores
on the tests for the hired group was evaluated. A comparison of the
standard deviations for the total group and the hire group showed no
substantial differences, thus ruling out restriction of range as a
reason for the lack of significant correlations. More likely, the obtained
results were due to the performance appraisal instrument used in the
study.
With only a single supervisor rating the performance of each employee
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there was no way to evaluate the reliability of the appraisal ratings.
A simple review of the ratings by the rater's supervisor does not con-
stitute independently developed ratings, which would be necessary if re-
liability information were to be obtained. That the appraisal ratings are
somewhat unreliable is suggested by the contradictory correlations found
in Table 6. For instance, the predictors Drive and Recognizing Priorities
correlated .39 with each other, yet Drive correlated +.14 and Recognizing
Priorities correlated -.14 with the criterion variable Prominence. Simi-
larly, Oral Communication and Originality correlated +.14 and -.14 re-
spectively, with Interpersonal Relations while correlating .30 with each
other. Finally, the predictors Oral Communication and Thoroughness did
not correlate at all with their exact counterparts from the performance
appraisal instrument. This evidence could, of course, point to unrelia-
bility in either the assessment ratings or the criteria ratings. One bit
of peripheral evidence to support the reliability of the predictor ratings
is found in Thompson (1970). In studying this same organization's assess-
ment center, he reported a median interrater reliability of .85 for the
ten assessment ratings using psychologists as raters. The assessment di-
mensions utilized in that study are the same ones used in the present
study. Also, other evidence discussed below suggests thst the criteria
ratings were of much poorer quality than the predictor ratings. Of
course, unreliability in either set of variables would tend to substan-
tially reduce the correlations between them, but the extent of attenua-
tion could not be determined because of the lack of any reliability
estimates.
One reason to question the quality of the performance ratings, and
thus their usefulness as criteria, is the obvious presence of rater halo.
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All of the performance ratings were found to be highly intercorrelated
and clustered on a single, underlying factor. While this cannot be taken
as incontrovertible proof, it does strongly suggest that the raters were
not able to effectively discriminate between the different traits on
which the individuals were being rated. Because of this they seemingly
rated each person on the basis of a general, overall impression. Leniency
is also apparent in the performance ratings. At least 82% of the ratings
on each of the ten criterion variables were distributed on the "standard"
and "above standard" scale points. This rating error reduces the discrim-
inating abilty of the performance variables and in turn distorts the
true relationship between predictors and criteria.
In addition to the lack of criterion reliability information and the
apparent presence of observer errors in the appraisal ratings, another
potential problem in the present study is the possibility of both pre-
dictor and criterion contamination. Predictor contamination has been
dispelled as a problem on the basis of the small correlations between the
assessment ratings and the objective test scores. In a similar fashion,
the extremely low correlations between predictors and criteria argue
contamination of the criteria stemming from knowledge of the predictor
ratings.
One additional weakness in the present study is the lack of a
cross-validation sample. The small N's did not make it practical to
withhold a portion of the sample from the validation procedure, as this
would have weakened the statistical stability of the results. As it
turned out, the necessity of cross-validation was negated by the lack
of significant results.
Because this research was conducted as a "field study," using an
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operational individual assessment process, many of the problems pointed
out above could not be avoided. But while the problems undoubtedly con-
tributed to the non-significant correlations between assessment ratings
and appraisal dimensions, they did not completely negate the usefulness
of the findings. Several meaningful conclusions can be drawn from the
study, forming the basis for suggestions as to how some of the problems
can be eliminated.
The first conclusion is that the I/A process demonstrates little
usefulness as a predictor of the organizational criteria measured by the
present performance appraisal instrument. This could be the result of
two deficiencies. The first is that the tests and assessment ratings do
not reflect dimensions relevant to the organization's requirements. A re-
cent laboratory study by Osborn, Timmreck, and Bigby (1981) indicated
that interviewers who rated two job applicants on specific and relevant
job dimensions accurately discriminated between the more qualified and
less qualified applicant, whereas those who rated on general job dimen-
sions were not able to accurately disciminate between the two applicants.
This suggests that perhaps the dimensions used on the present pre-hire
assessment instrument are too general. Because the same instrument is
used to rate all applicants for all managerial positions throughout the
organization, the dimensions are necessarily broad and therefore might
not allow for effective discrimination among job applicants for specific
positions. The second possible deficiency is that the performance ap-
praisal instrument does not validly measure those behaviors constituting
effective managerial performance. More than likely, the low validity




In order to reconcile these problems a company-wide managerial-level
job analysis should be conducted. The results can be used to revise the
dimensions on both the assessment and appraisal forms to better reflect
the current requirements of managerial positions within the organization.
Once the new appraisal dimensions are developed and successfully imple-
mented, a second validation project, involving the same test scores and
assessment ratings used in this study, can be undertaken. This would
reveal whether or not the MAT and SCAT tests actually are invalid pre-
dictors of management success in this organization and whether or not
they should be replaced or eliminated from the I/A process.
A second conclusion drawn from the present study is that the ob-
tained performance appraisal ratings were of very poor quality, due
largely to rater error. Halo and leniency were evident in the ratings and
undoubtedly served to distort true relationships between the predictors
and criteria. The mere development of more relevant appraisal dimensions
would do little to eliminate such errors from the supervisors' ratings.
What is needed in conjunction with the new appraisal dimensions is the
implementation of formal training in the technique of rating. As Guion
(1965) has pointed out, training is an important prerequisite for ob-
taining high quality ratings and should include instruction in the
meaning of the words and phrases used in the rating form, the procedures
to be followed in making judgments, and the kinds of rating errors that
can occur.
One aspect of the performance appraisal process that probably con-
tributed to leniency in the ratings was the fact that the performance
ratings were to be subsequently used for promotion and salary decisions.




trative purposes are more lenient than those obtained for strictly
research purposes (Borreson, 1967; Guion, 1965). Yet few organizations
are willing to incur the cost of developing or maintaining two separate
rating forms.
The most important recommendation concerning improvement of the
appraisal procedure is to increase the number of raters rating each
employee. The use of multiple raters increases the reliability of the
obtained ratings and also provides a means for estimating the magnitude
of random error variance in the ratings. Without this estimate it is not
possible to know whether low validity coefficients involving those ratings
truly reflect the lack of predictor-criterion relationships or merely
unreliability in the ratings. The estimation of reliability is especially
important considering that the ratings are used for a variety of crucial
personnel decisions, including promotions and salary increases. It would
seem to be in the best interest of the organization to insure that such
decisions be based on accurate judgments of the ratee's behavior, not on
the traits and behavior of the rater.
In summary, the results of this study do not support the multiple-
component, pre-hire assessment process used by this organization. Indi-
cations are that the selection process is of little value in identifying
managerial potential among job applicants. Clearly, both the pre-hire
assessment process and the performance appraisal instrument should be
revised to more validly reflect and measure the pertinent job dimensions
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1. It should be noted that such a job analysis has recently been completed
and revisions of the assessment dimensions and performance appraisal
instrument are currently underway.
Table 1
Intercorrelations Among Predictors
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Miller Analogies Test 1 .34 .68 .26 .47 .15 .07 .05 .14 -.25 .08 .27 .28 .23 .37
SCAT Quantitative 2 136 .24 .12 .30 .09 .19 .07 -.03 -.17 .18 .27 .22 .27 .29
SCAT Verbal 3 132 188 .28 .35 .19 .14 .02 .18 -.22 .03 .31 .22 .18 .32
Oral Communication 4 136 184 179 .30 .54 .54 .29 .41 -.14 .25 .44 .33 .31 .46
Originality 5 137 185 180 190 .29 .33 .19 .27 -.38 .25 .49 .20 .39 .45
Amt. of Participation 6 137 185 180 190 191 .59 .14 .29 -.38 .34 .41 .16 .14 .37
Impact 7 137 185 180 190 191 191 .33 .46 -.35 .45 .57 .35 .33 .52
Personal Acceptability 8 137 185 180 190 191 191 191 .44 .01 .16 .13 .20 .23 .30
Understanding of People 9 136 183 178 188 189 189 189 189 -.06 .13 .38 .26 .24 .29
Rel. With Authority 10 137 184 179 189 190 190 190 190 188 -.18 -.43 -.13 -.07 -.31
Drive 11 137 184 179 189 190 190 190 190 188 190 .41 .39 .33 .51
Need for Structure 12 137 184 179 189 190 190 190 190 188 190 190 .48 .37 .60
Recognizing Priorities 13 133 181 176 185 186 186 186 186 184 186 186 186 .40 .49
Thoroughness 14 137 184 179 189 190 190 190 190 188 190 190 190 186 .60
Quality of Work 15 137 184 179 189 190 190 190 190 188 190 190 190 186 190
Note. Values above the diagonal represent correlation coefficients, while























Factor Analysis of Predictor Data
Factor 4 h
2
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
Miller Analogies Test .989 .137 -.042 .052 1.000
SCAT Quantitative .300 .366 -.122 .033 .239
SCAT Verbal .676 .149 .113 .054 .495
Oral Communication .167 .203 .434 .455 .464
Originality .439 .340 .258 .245 .435
Amount of Participation .117 .035 .158 .792 .667
Impact -.012 .414 .393 .601 .687
Personal Acceptability -.038 .172 .491 .154 .296
Understanding of People .111 .149 .830 .159 .749
Drive -.023 .620 .054 .408 .555
Need for Structure .212 .594 .280 .273 .550
Recognizing Priorities .151 .662 .196 -.039 .501
Thoroughness .139 .638 .252 .052 .492
Quality of Work .258 .715 .233 .244 .691
eigenvalues 4.766 1.519 .907 .629













Predictor Means and Standard Deviations





Miller Analogies Test 54.0 14.6 333 58.9 13.3 141
SCAT Quantitative 32.1 10.0 442 33.3 9.6 193
SCAT Verbal 38.7 9.3 423 40.4 8.9 188
Oral Communication 3.48 .547 428 3.53 .517 190
Originality 3.26 .589 427 3.38 .563 191
Amount of Participation 3.29 .668 429 3.37 .623 191
Impact 3.25 .580 428 3.31 .570 191
Personal Acceptability 3.25 .660 428 3.43 .657 191
Understanding of People 2.19 .626 426 3.27 .624 189
Drive 3.64 .538 429 3.69 .492 190
Need for Structure 3.50 .612 429 3.60 .581 190
Recognizing Priorities 3.42 .547 423 3.51 .505 186
Thoroughness 3.65 .600 428 3.74 .546 190








Performance 5.34 .758 156
Current Promotion Potential 3.39 .723 150
Independence of Functioning 3.62 .789 150
Thoroughness 3.48 .712 150
Interpersonal Relations 3.57 .699 150
Priorities 3.51 .757 150
Prominence 3.25 .605 150
Oral Communication 3.49 .663 150
Written Communication 3.45 .764 150
Long Range Potential 3.43 .639 149
Table 5
Intercorrelations Among Criteria
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Performance 1 .67 .61 .62 .39 .60 .41 .50 .44 .62
Current Promotion Potential 2 144 .57 .62 .38 .56 .31 .47 .32 .60
Independence of Functioning 3 144 150 .57 .24 .57 .34 .43 .45 .56
Thoroughness 4 144 150 150 .24 .49 .29 .57 .44 .53
Interpersonal Relations 5 144 150 150 150 .28 .34 .34 .18 .28
Priorities 6 144 150 150 150 150 .37 .45 .30 .49
Prominence 7 144 150 150 150 150 150 .41 .19 .38
Oral Communication 8 144 150 150 150 150 150 150 .48 .52
Written Communication 9 144 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 .40
Long Range Potential 10 143 149 149 149 149 149 149 149 149
Note. Values above the diagonal represent correla-
tion coefficients, while those below repre-
sent the N's on which coefficients are based.
Table 6


















Amount of Participation -11
Impact -05
Personal Acceptability -05
Understanding of People -11
Drive 08
Need for Structure 01
Recognizing Priorities 04
Thoroughness -04
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tests Rt= .045 Rt+r= .288 .570 11 71
ratings Rr= .276Rr+t= .288 .183 3 72




Predictor and Criteria Means and Standard
Deviations for Males and Females
Predictors
Males Females
M SD N M SD N
Miller Analogies Test 58.5 13.2 125 59.8 12.1 15
SCAT Quantitative 34.0 9.5 172 27.6 9.0 19 2.80
**
SCAT Verbal 40.1 8.9 168 41.9 9.5 18
Oral Communication 3.51 .517 170 3.70 .497 20
Originality 3.39 .566 171 3.32 .545 20
Amount of Participation 3.36 .635 171 3.40 .528 20
Impact 3.32 .570 171 3.17 .568 20
*
Personal Acceptability 3.40 .666 171 3.67 .520 20 -1.80
Understanding of People 3.26 .617 169 3.42 .674 20
Drive 3.69 .502 170 3.72 .713 20
Need for Structure 3.62 .573 170 3.42 .634 20
Recognizing Priorities 3.50 .518 166 3.60 .384 20
Thoroughness 3.75 .534 170 3.67 .654 20
Quality of Work 3.67 .468 170 3.60 .503 20
Criteria
Performance 5.31 .774 137 5.59 .618 17
Current Promotion Potential 3.36 .713 131 3.71 .772 17 -1.87
*
Independence of Functioning 3.61 .800 131 3.82 .728 17
Thoroughness 3.46 .726 131 3.65 .606 17
Interpersonal Relations 3.55 .682 131 3.71 .849 17
Priorities 3.50 .748 131 3.71 .772 17
Prominence 3.24 .606 131 3.29 .588 17
Oral Communication 3.45 .670 131 3.71 .588 17
Written Communication 3.41 .753 131 3.65 .862 17
Long Range Potential 3.41 .631 131 3.56 .727 16
.05'(p.'(.10












APPRAISAL OF EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE ANO POTENTIAL
,Lv •LoJ H




CURRENT JOB TITLE CODE AND GRADE DATE OF LAST PROMOTION FACT
IMMEDIATELY PREVIOUS .108 TITLE ANO GRADE DATE OF LAST GRADE CHANGE AND REASON
- NOTE - COMPLETE FORM WITH BLACK BALL POINT OR FELT TIP PEN
IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
REVIEWED BY
APPRAISED By IAPPRAISAL DATE
I PERFORMANCE THIS JUDGMENT SHOULD BE BASED ON HOW WELL THE INDIVIDUAL MET PER
FORMANCE STANDARDS. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OR THE REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED MTH THE JOB








SE A NEW ON JOB GENERALLY FOR THOSE ON JOB LESS THAN SIX
MONTHS SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR THOSE ON JOB MORE THAN
ONE YEAR
R,Dc•L DID NOT MEET EXPECTATIONS OR REQUIRED UNREASONABLE






DID NOT MEET EXPECTATIONS OR REQUIRED SUBSTANTIALLY
MORE THAN NORMAL DIRECTION AND ASSISTANCE CORRECTIVE
ACTION 8E., °No COUNSELLING IS NOT CALLED FOR AT THIS TIME
MET STANDARDS ON AT LEAST A MARGINAL BASIS, BUT MAY HAVE
REQui RE 0 MORE THAN NORMAL DIRECTION AND ASSISTANCE
MET DEMANDING BUT REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS AND REQUIRED
NO MORE THAN NORMAL DIRECTION AND ASSISTANCE
ME T DEMANDING BUT REALISTiC EXPECTATiONSiN AN E TREMELY
CAPABLE MANNER, AND REQUIRED SUBSTANTIALLY LESS THAN
NORMAL DIRECTION AND ASS.STANCE
EXCEEDED DEMANDING BUT REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS INDiVID
UAL MADE EXTRAORDINARY CONTRIBUTION TO LINE OR STAFF
OPERATIONS
REASON FOR RATING OTHER THAN STANDARD
II PRESENT PLACEMENT THIS JUDGMENT SHOULD BE BASED ON WHETHER OR NOT YOU ViEW THE
EMPLOYEES CURRENT PLACEMENT AS A GOOD UTILIZATILN OF HIS HER STRENGTHS AND SAT1S
FACTORY IN VIEW OF HIS/HER WEAKNESSES (CHECK APPROPRIATE BLOCK ON APPRAISAL FORM
AND BRIEFLY EXPLAIN THE NATURE OF ANY PLACEMENT PROBLEMS.)
E HAS OuTGROwN P
Ei 2. SATISFACTORY
3. PLACEMENT PROBLEM
oxf.Pv.DuAL NEEDS NEW CHALLENGES
THIS INDIVIDUAL IS WELL PLACED AT THE PRESENT TIME
THIS INDIVIDUAL IS NOT WELL PLACED IN H1S,HER CURFic s
POSITION
EXPLAIN, IF OTHER THAN SATISFACTORY
•
1.
III CURRENT PROMOTION POTENTIAL
O "-TOES 
NOT DEMONSTRA TE ,:Ap•o,L.T v FOR PR, MOTION
O 2. MAY HAVE POTENTIAL FOR •Dv ANLE M






SHOULD SE CONSIDERED FOR PROMOTION AL
 UNG WITH OTHERS AT HIS/HER CURRENT JOB LEV
EL
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED FOR PROMOTION SO
MEWHAT AHEAD OF OTHERS AT RIS,HER CURR
ENT JOB LEVEL
SHOuLD BE CONSIDERED FOR PROMOTION WE
LL AHEAD OF OTHERS AT HIS:HER CURRENT JOB
 LEVEL
IV. DESCRIBE THE INDIVIDUAL'S WORK STYLE
S AND/OR SKILLS: THESE DESCRIPTION
S MAY OR MAY
NOT CORRELATE WITH THE INDIVIDUALS PER
FORMANCE RATING DEPENDING ON HIS H
ER CURRENT JOB
RESPONSIBILITIES THESE RATINGS REPRESEN
T A GENERALIZED -LETTER OF RECOMME
NDATION • TO OTHER SOHIO
MANAGERS (CHECK APPLICABLE BOX BELOW)
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
INDEPENDENCE OF FUNCTIONING. RATE TH
E AMOUNT or supERvisoRr TIME WHICH IS REQUIRED BY
THIS INDIVIDUAL WHILE SOME WO, KE RS PR
EFER ASSIGNMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS WITH A MINIMUM
 OF CONTACT.





SEEKS ARDOR TAKES A GREAT DEAL OF 
SUPERVISOR S TIME
OCCASIONAL L V REQUIRES ATTENTI
ON BEYOND THAT REQUIRED BY THE NATURE OF JOB ASSIGN
MENTS
FOLLOWS DIRE,: T,ONS AND FTST 
Roc T toNs EASILYREQUIRES ONLY ROUTINE CHECKS ON PER
FORMANCE
O 4 
REQUIRES AND SEEKS LESS TIME 
THAN MOST TO SUPERVISE HIS HER WORK PERFORMS
 MOST TASKS
• NDEPE NOE NIL r AND RE Ou.RES HELP O
NLY IN VERY DLFFICUIT SIT.ATIONS
, 5 CAN AND PREFERS TO OPERATE WITHOUT DIRECT SUPERVISION KNOWS THE JOB AND CAN BE LEFT TO
COMPLETE AS...S GNME N TS oN HIS HER 
oLivN
THOROUGHNESS: INDICATE THE THOROUGHNESS WIT
H WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL PERFORMS WORK ASSIGNME
NTS
DOES HE SHE RECOGNIZE AND CONS DE R 
ALL RELEVANT 'ACTORS'
O 1. HANDLES WORK ASSIGN
MENTS SUPERFICIALLY SOMETiMES OVERLOOKS 
OFT IGNORES IMPORTANT DETAILS
, 2. 'ONSIDE RS MOST mPoR TART F AC TORS BUT SI
 H,HTS SOME OF THE E SS OBVIOVS OR LESS CR , T•CAL ONES
9 3. IS USU
ALLY THOROUGH RECOGNIZES AND CONSID
ERS MOST OF THE MORE RELEVANT FACTORS.
O di VERY THOROUGH IN CARRYING OUT ASS.GNMENTS RARELY MISSES ANY FACTORS THAT AFFECT
ASSIGNMENTS
• 5. .,MPt F FIL ;VI RS Au ASPEt. TS OF WORK ASSIGNMENTS &NO (1vE Ri L',OKS NO POSSiBIL , T,ES
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS: THIS SCALE FRAMES INT
ERPERSONAL ACCEPTANCE AND THE ESTABLISHING
OF GOOD AND SMOOTH WORKING R
ELATIONSHIPS AS BOTH AN OBJECTIVE AND A SKILL IT IS SEEN AS A CONCERN WITH
AND ABILITY TO WORK CONSTRUCTIVEL
Y WITH OTHERS WITHOUT CAUSING H
ARD FEELINGS PERSONAL JEALOUSIES
OR BICKERING
GE NERALI. Y HAS ME iCuL TY WORKING WITH OTHERS ON A COO
PERATIVE CONGENIAL BASIS
MODERATE ACCEPTANCE BUT OUTSIDE EFFOR
TS ARE REQUIRED TO RESTORE SMOOTH RELATIO
NSHIPS
FOLLOWING OCCASIONAL DISRUPTIONS
GENERALLY ACHIEVES G000 ACCEPTANC
E FROM CO WORKERS AND BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
O WELL ACCEPTED ov OTHERS
Acr.vEL v ESTABLISHES GOOD INTERPERS
ONAL lit L A I ,oNS MTH AS.1,01 'Alt s GE NE R•L VERY
0
EXTREME I SW:CI SSE Ut • T GAINING QUICK ANL, L AS! IN(
, AcCIPT•NCE FROM AL FTE SHE MEE
TS
.s VERY STRONG IN 1.4,5 AREA
2.





sHdINS LITTLE OR NO RECOGNITION OF PRIORI DES N ACCOMPLISHING WORK
APPEAR OR ON • PERSONAL PREFERENCE BASIS
DEALS WITH TEMS AS To4f
SHOINS • FAIR LINDE RST•NDING OF PRIORITY NEEDS ,S NOT ENTIRELY CONSISTENT
MEETING THEM
c,ENE RALLY MEETS THE va,oa,T NEE DS OF REGULAR ASSIGNMENTS
,F4 ACTUALLY
CONSISTENTLY MEETS THE PRIORITY NEEDS OF REGULAR ASSIGNMENTS USUALLY ADJUSTS APPRO
PRIATELY TO CHANGING DEMANDS AS THEY OCCUR
CONSISTENTLY MEETS THE PR loRiTY NEEDS OF ASS;6NMENTS ANTICIPATES CHANGING DEMANDS AND
• ". ADJUSTS APPROPRIATELY
PROMINENCE: HOW NOTICEABLE IS TH,S ,NDIVIOUAL ' DOES HE SHE STANDOUT CLEARLY'
E 2.
El 3.
EASILY OVERLOOKED OTHERS PAY LITTLE OR NO ATTENTION TO HIM HER
OCCASIONALLY MAKES H1S,HER PRESENCE EEL T RICE YES SOME ATTENTION
OTHERS ARE AWARE OF HIS HER PRESENCE RECEIVES REASONABLE CONSIDERATION AND AT TENT.ON
• 4. AL wAys makEs HIS riER PRESENCE FE t T INF cE 'YES CONSIDERABLE AT TENTION FROM OTHERS.
E
5. DEMANDS ATTENTION RECEIVES EVERYONE S ATTENT.ON
ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS: HOW WELL DOES THIS .FFD, vl DUAL ExPRE SS HIMSELF HERSELF
S HE StiE CLEARL r JEWERS TOOD BY OTHERS'ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATION SKILL
S MAY DIFFER




3- 0 3' 
QUITE ACCEPTABLE COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN TASKS ASSOCIATED VNTP-1 WORK
INEPT IN EXPRESSION F AILS TO COMMUNICATE WITH SATISFACTORY CLARITY AND
ORGANIZATION
OCCASIONAL LACK OF CLARITY AND CONCISENESS IN COMMuNICAToONS
El 4. ET 4. NOTICEABLY WELL ORGANIZED IN COMMUNICATING THOUGHTS AND COMMENTS
CLEAR COMMUNICATION WITH LITTLE EXCESS VERBIAGE
5. 5- 
OUTSTANDING COMMUNICATION SKILLS EXTREMELY WELL ORGANIZED MESSAGES
L.JARE EXEMPLAHy IN CLARITY COMPLETENESS.FLUENCY AND TIMING
V PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
El
YES PE RFOREAANCE STANDARDS EXIST PATE SET 
NO PERFORMANCE STANDARDS EXIST FOR THIS INDIVIDUAL
I SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN JOB RESPONSIBILITIES OR CHANGED REPORTING
RELATIONSHIP SINCE LAST APPRAISAL?
IF "YES- WHAT CHANGES,
LI E




NOW FUNCTIONING ABOVE ESTIMATED POTENTIAL LiMIrs
CURRENTLY WORKING AT LIMITS OF POTENTIAL
"-'
HAS POTENTIAL FOR AT LEAST ONE MORE STEP
POTENTIAL IS SIGNiFtCANTL V ABOVE PRESENT POSITION
GROWTH POTENTIAL IS EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH BASED ON DEMONSTRATED PERFONMANCE
3.
VIII THIS INDIVIDUAL IS A REALISTIC CANDIDATE FOR THESE POSITIONS
,eLeAst LIST fl( NAMES OE (LAREMT MBENTS Of POSIT.ONS le TITLES Of AOS.T1ONS .41 JOB AREAS





IX. THIS INDIVIDUAL'S BACK-UP CANDIDATES ARE
SHORT RANGE
NAME E MP NO. F AVAILABLE)
LONGER RANGE
NAME EMP NO IF AVAILABLE)
X. INDICA'E MAJOR STRENGTHS AND/OR SERIOUS WEAKNESSES. RECOMMENDED IM
PROVEMENT AREAS, SUGGESTED AriEAS OF COMPETENCE FOR OTHER JOBS WITHIN





What will be this individuals
lev•l of ability to work with




How well will this person be




How fast will th,s, individual
be able to read'
MINO, READING COmPREHENSION
1 2 3
His her general reasoning
ability rates in th• low•st
range of the/ FACT group
norms.
His h•r general reasoning
ability totes below the
F ACT group n or ,,,,
Nis her geawrol reasoning
abil t), rotes on ii put w MI






.r•r 4.;••,• .• It 0.09,01 (a«.0fIreg
P4 ..• rig 1/, the highest
( 1 no. • .crre if the F ACT
1 2 3
Will hove difficulty with
mathematical operations and
concepts, rates in the lowest
range of this population ,
Will be able to wad( with
bas .c rnoth•MOt.Co I conc•pts
and operation, rotes below
the liev•I typical of this
population,
Will be comfortable with
mathematical eon, epts and
operations, rates on a par







Will esperience difficulty i.i
r•ocling, read rig speed rates
in the low•st range of the
FACT (Your"
He slmt reads slower that is
usual for most FACT
aortic pants.i 
Reads as fast is most FACT
poPVC ,pants.
Roods fosc
for mast F I
port ,c .1,1,11
1 2 3
To what •stens will this person Noticeable difficulty it,
be able to assimilate and understanding and compr••
comprehend what ke Self. reads:, h•nsion, rotes in the lowest
range of th• FACT group.
Oft!GINALITT
Now will this individual compare
with most managers in producing




rates below the level of the
FACT group.
Able to aarler‘t,,nd and
comprehend whiit 1;1•sire
reads as well a% • ost




Witt be quite noticeably can-
v•ntionot, stereotyped, and
unoriginal it, OCt101115 arid
proposo/s.
Will be more conventional
than most ainnogers.
Will be no..tiner foo,e
orig mill nor mare con










C. :•,11 ,1,.l npetaii01111,
rates i the highest 'nage of
Om err'', I,
5

















tod , W.II teoel to observe ood





















OR AL COMMUNICA TION
1 2 3 4
Definotely w.il lack clat.ty
rif cc e4 e•S cOn Ftegnent ly





















How weIl will fists 'rid,
vidun's 0.0 1 eornenontC,1•005
be ond•rS100eP IDISreontril
•
irpflrt or corr•ClnesS of
• rnp,e •11, Inn Of 1010, he she
says.




Vit th.s traftvodual b• w,l1 have 1,Nle Or no in - Woll hove %OM! enfluenee hnve rensonable .1,1v Uf,s.Jerable WI have except t ana l lY
aft.. r ,nfluence the
nctattry of others'
f 1oence on others. Others
.11 pop little attentton to
h s her suggesttons.
others Ontowl/ Of
others
Iii Utn1Ci.' n, nHoenCe on others strong .0luertce oil others.
Others look to him her
for leadership.
PERSONAL ACCEPTABILITY
How wet. will this indt•
v;durtl he ,iked by these




thot all people dots 4 think





A UT HOPI T
Vihnt oH be th.s indtvidval's
cliatocter.stic seas 04 WOrkcog
those pos.rtans
outhoi Ay;
1 3 4 5
---
May be disliked or unpopular.
Others may 0,401d making
ner•ssory contacts 
%CI! b• accepted by others
Will be compot ,ble with mos•
busine•s ossoc ,otes.
*ill be well hired Busin•ss
associations w.,1 be frtendly.
Itetll be co...oe we'! I Ard
Others will enoy. wcvking
with him her
ICH be evreptionolly well
l.Ired anti popular Others
wo It go our of their Way 10




L ,rtle Or no, 'valence of On
awareness Of Indl V 1411/0 i
d•Ner•nces
Stone evidence o4 On aware,
Irest, but little .4 any
eVisfenCe Of how to use ,t
Sortie evidence of an aware










sik . ,!ed sr spntr.rng moult
oStrnj thnSe
e,rootisintirge.
1 2 3 4 5
w,11 seem to ignore o. -,“st
0% ''....,Y to most of w hat he
she does.
t v,li accept nothot,tv ,r, most
instances. May r . lit loss of
fayot to get his het altos
and opinions accepted
110, 1' walli crrneenn, IY er,th
authority while COrt,(1b.1,99
ideas and opIttions
WI! ,'' '•'' for ''",“•' '' '''
t],f for.,15•,,, WI H .- . t , 4., o
mote hr. ken Own ,d004 acid
opintoos rayly who,, e. i,t!, ,,c
tagrd to tit t.r,
Pi'll "" the f°'"°  of
1,0,0y,ty. Will not ,,sk the
0p0e0ranCe of disngr•ement
ev e o when htt her apinton




What i.e rhe Ors
that see..., to under ,e th.,
mdv ,ni uol the
busotess sett.agg
A Str•norh
B P,o.e.pol Factors -
Who, factors ore 1.kely
to s ryn,f.Cant1 y
h,• her drip or
tlin•pl,c.1101, 40 work,
Mork those which mu
inCfeuitie th.ye 1..•04f.
b lafflo ffiftea winch w.II
not Ise tsf CrtrICCII 4,n
portance
NEED FUR STRUCTURE
How m uch srr..., tyre it, the
far', of d•rert.an 9...dance,
procedures Pula% efC will
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